HONOR FLIGHT TOURNAMENT – LETTER 3
MR. PAT MITCHELL
SATURDAY, MAY 25, 2019
I want to wish everyone a very happy holiday for Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Year’s. My best
wishes go out to all and may you be merry, healthy and have great relationships your families at this
time of the year. I also ask that you keep veteran’s in your prayers during this period as it tis the highest
suicide time of the year for veterans!!!
Now, I want to thank Ms. Rita Olson and Lee & Mo Shultz for the generous donations to Honor Flight.
Ms. Olson donated $100 and Lee and Mo Schultz donated $50. So now I can make the Donation
Thermometer starting at $150. As I said before the goal is $10,000 that will provide a plane full of
veterans to attend the Honor Flight going to Washington DC. PLEASE MAKE YOUR CHECKS OUT TO THE
IGCC HONOR FLIGHT TOURNAMENT, as that is the account we are going to establish for this
tournament. Again thanks to you wonderful donors at this time. I will make a thank you sheet that will
be placed in every bag of the tournament participants so they will know who has sponsored holes and
gave donations to Honor Flight.
Barbara Mills is our volunteer coordinator. If anyone wants to volunteer they can contact me and I will
forward all names to her. We need at least 18 volunteers, but 22 would be the best. Volunteers will be
assigned to holes that have prizes; filling all the goodie bags for participants; and those that will be
working the registration area for the tournament. Think about it and let me know. Pat’s phone number
is 352-419-8686. I have an answering machine if I am not home.
I have received some auctions gifts already for the tournament. I have a wonderful patriotic wreath
with lights, 8 golf shirts, a water retriever for those of us that put balls in the creeks around number 8,
11, 14 and 17. If you see your ball you can now retrieve it if you win that item. Also I have a wallet gift
set, two golf hats and foot wedge for those that may find themselves behind a tree. I do have some tees
and golf balls for the goodie bags, but not enough for everyone.
The tournament is in May and you can see that folks are beginning to take interest in helping out with
the auction. Please open your hearts to those that we can help and let me know if you have something
to donate to the auction.
Thank you,
Mr. Pat Mitchell
Chairman

